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Disclaimer
White paper is an informational document to 

highlight the features of a solution, product, or service that it offers or plans to offer. 
Cashio.io including but not limited to the overall project, token, website, smart contracts and any apps
(“CASHIO”) as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or

payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this Whitepaper, on the Website
or within the app is intended only as a basic reference, without any elective or legal meaning of the same

terms in a regulated and/or financial environment. The Cashio.io smart contracts are open-source, security and audited.
The CASHIO token is strictly a utility token in all

jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered to be a “security” or otherwise regulated token of any kind.
Cashio.io is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed.

By purchasing Cashio Tokens, you agree you are aware of the risks associated with smart contracts and hold the team 
harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. Trading cryptocurrencies poses considerable risk of loss. 

You should always invest what you can afford to loose. Future development should not be considered that it will be 
delivered on the exact time as presented. Always do your own research before you invest.
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Introduction
Binance Smart Chain Ecosystem has become a new gam-
bling industry with all types of different tokens that 

rely solely on their tokenomics, offering investors high 
risk high rewards ratio.

There are multiple meme tokens with no use case that 
mimic minor pyramid scheme that benefit early investors 
in expense to the late ones in a pump and dump form . In 
addition there are Tokens with great ideas behind that 
luring people to invest only to steal their funds lower-

ing the chance of a succesfull investment.

Cashio Token is building a decentralised gaming plat-
form, combining its unique tokenomics and offering the 

investors a chance to own a portion of the gaming profits 
from CashioGames platform while the token price 

increases due to demand.

Cashio Token is created by top rated developers, focused 
mainly on solidity and block-chain development. 

This is a community driven project even though the owner-
ship will not be renounced. The ownership is required for 

present and future developments of the Token and the 
interactions between the platform. The community will 

have a huge impact on the mission of building the new era 
of gaming industry in the blockchain space.



Cashio Games
platform

CashioGames presents a revolutionary gaming industry in 
a decentralized manner. all gaming in the platform will 

be exclusively with binance coin. 

The platform will be accessible only with wallets that 
can interact with decentralized applications such as 

Metamask, Trustwallet and WalletConnect that support 
Binance Smart Chain.



Cashio team is developing a custom decentralized game, 
making the platform unique in the gaming industry. This 

game will be introduced later on once we establish a 
minor adoption to our token.

Our team will be introducing an innovative interaction 
between the lucky gaming and NFT worlds giving new use 

cases to NFTs.

Cashio ecosystem includes a jackpot wallet which col-
lects BNB from token transactions and platform earn-
ings. This Jackpot will be used to reward lucky winners 
through the game. The Jackpot game rules will be intro-
duced once the Jackpot pool has collected an adequate 

amount of BNB.

We are introducing a Dashboard for investors to track 
their earnings from the platform profits. 

CashioGames Profits will be distributed in the following 
form:

The BNB distribution System is a contract implemented in the 

Cashio.io smart contract responsible to distribute Binance coins 

to Cashio Token Holders.

10% Jackpot Contract

20% Marketing/Developing Wallet

40%  to the BNB 
Distribution System 

10% NFT Holders

20% Team Wallet



Keycash Game is composed of 3 elements.

1) The Chest that contains the Prize pool
2) The Countdown Timer that lasts for 24:00:00 Hours

3) The Keys that you need to buy in order to win the prize 
pool (Keys are bought only with Binance coin through a De-

centralized Wallet).

The Chest Contains the Prize Pool and can only be claimed 
by the last Key bought before the timer hits ZERO.

Every time someone buys a Key, the price of the next Key 
will increase by 0.0025% and the key will add 5 seconds to 

the Countdown Timer.

Users can buy up to 5,000 keys per transaction.

How To Play

Cashio Games
KeyCash Game



Every 50,000 Keys bought the Seconds that will be added 
to the Countdown Timer will drop by 1 Second.

Key Holders get rewarded with BNB reflections whenever 
a key is bought and once the game finishes.

Once the Game finishes, the Next round will start with the 
New Prize Pool; the timer will be reset back to 24:00:00 
Hours and all keys will be reset to 0 and the game will 

start from the beginning.

Whenever a Key is bought the following functions take 
place:

Initail Key Price: 0.0001 BNB

60% of the BNB will be send to the Chest
30% of the BNB will be Distributed to the Previous Key 

Holders accordingly to the Keys they own
10% of the BNB will be Considered as CashioGames Plat-

from Earnings*

Once the Winner is found the following functions will take 
place:

60% of the Prize Pool will be sent to the winning address
20% of the Prize Pool will be Distributed to the Key Hold-

ers accordingly to the Keys they own
10% of the Prize Pool will be Considered as CashioGames 

Platfrom Earnings*.
10% of the Prize Pool will be sent to the Next Chest and 

the Game will start again.

Key holders can claim their rewards only once the current 
round is completed and the game finishes.

Information



Earning Dashboard
Cashio ecosystem Dashboard

Investors will have the ability to connect their wallet 
with our dashboard to track all the usefull information 
about Cashio ecosystem. On the earning Dashboard users 

will be able to track:

Gamers will be able to track their progress from
 CashioGames.com

1. Token Holdings
2. Total BNB Claimed
3. BNB Distribution pool
4. Jackpot pool
5. Liquidity pool

6. Market Cap
7. Circulating Supply
8. Total Payout to holders
9. Keys bought
10. Price per token



Token
Cashio token (CASHIO) Is a new Revolutionary Token with 

unique Use-case that has never been seen before in the 

cryptocurrency world.

Cashio is a deflationary Buy-back token that rewards 

token holders for their trust in the ecosystem with 

Token reflections and BNB distributions.

Our Buy-back system ensures that a huge portion of every 

sell will be bought again from the contract while re-

warding holders. This will add to the liquidity pool 

making the price less volatile and burning some of the 

Tokens.

Our Unique Features ensures that the growth will be 

organic, giving the chance to small investors to be part 

of the BNB distribution system while everyone feels 

secure with their investment. Those that will stay with us 

longterm will be rewarded for their trust on the

ecosystem.

Cashio Team will later present a governance token al-

lowing all investors to be part of the ecosystem. Those 

that hold the governance token will be able to present 

ideas, vote on them and grow together as a community. 



NFT
USE CASE

5 unique NFTs will be available for sale to the public. the 

owners of the NFTs will each get 2% of the Platform

Profits in BNB directly into their wallet on a weekly 

basis. To be eligible for the rewards you must hold the 

NFT in your wallet for at least 7 days.

Governance NFTs

21 unique NFTs will be available for sale to the public. 

The owners of the NFTs will each have the opportunity to 

present ideas for the CashioGames platform every 1st of 

the month.

Gaming

777 NFTs will be minted and each one will cost 0.2 BNB.

Once all NFTs are sold you can trade them back to our 

store, burn and claim the reward. 

Rewards:
1Nft -- 20  BNB  = 20

2Nft -- 10  BNB  = 20

5Nft -- 5  BNB    = 25

10Nft -- 2 BNB   = 20

20Nft -  1 BNB =   20

50Nft - 0,5 BNB = 25

Total BNB gather: 150BNB

Total BNB Claimed: 135BNB

Platform Earnings: 20BNB

Team: 5BNB

Non-Fungible Token



Tokenomics
Token Name: cashio.io
Token Symbol: CASHIO

Total Supply: 777,777,777 Cashio

Max Wallet: 7,777,777 (1% of total supply)

Max Buy/Sell: 3,888,887 (0.5% of total supply)

Team Wallet 0%
Marketing Wallet 0%
Developer Wallet 0%

Contract Address:
0x88424c56dfaecb972c3163248928d00942191a92

0.5%

PinkSale

Pre-Sale

50%

23.5% Pancake
Liquidity

26%

Initial Burn



Marketing, Team and Development wallets will collect 
fees in Binance Coin. This feature ensures that our team 

can promote and further develop our network without any 
price impact on Cashio Token.

Team, Marketing and Development fees will be send to one 
single wallet to prevent any extra fees and high Slippage.

Token Reflection rewards the holders with tokens in every 
transaction. Wallets with 1% of total supply still get

rewarded with token reflection.

Liquidity is a major factor to reduce the volatility of the 
token, buidling trust with our community.

Jackpot Wallet will collect the fees in Binance Coin

On every buy there is a 13% fee.

Buy Fee

Liquidity

Token
Reflection

Development

Team

Marketing

Jackpot

4%

3%

1%

1.5%

2%

1.5%



Buy - Back 
System

Liquidity

BNB Distribution 
System

On every sell there is a 16% fee.

Sell Fee

7%

3%

6%

BNB Distribution contract will collect the sell fees in 
Binance coin. This system is responsible for distributing      

Binance coin to holders depending on their holdings.

Our Buy - Back System ensures that a huge portion of every 
sell will be bought again from the contract while

rewarding the Cashio community ecosystem.



BNB Distribution system will collect Binance coin from the 

40% platform profits and 7% from the sell fees. This

contract will distribute the BNB every 12 hours.

The distribution will reward investors accordingly with 

their holdings. Only 50% will be distributed and the rest of 

the 50% will be stored to the next round of distribution. 

This ensures that the flow of the distribution will remain 

active even on days with low volume on both CashioGames 

profits and transactions.

BNB Distribution
System



Buy-Back
System

Cashio Team has developed a new Buy fee of 40% exclusively 
for the Buy - Back system to enhance the development of 

CashioGames platform, fund marketing campaigns and the 
jackpot wallet while boosting the price.

Every sell will collect a 6% fee in BNB coin which will  
buy-back Cashio tokens in currect market price from this 

new inovative fee.

Marketing, Development and Team wallets will collect 
fees in Binance Coin. This feature ensures that our team 

can promote and further develop our network without any 
price impact on Cashio Token.

Jackpot wallet will collect fees in Binance Coin. This 
wallet will send the BNB to the Jackpot contract created 

for the Jackpot game.

Buy Fee
On every buy

there is a 40% fee.

Development

Team

Marketing

Jackpot
Wallet 10%

7.5%

7.5%

15%



The purpose of the burn address is to make the token defla-
tionary. Hodlers will benefit long term because the

rewards will keep increasing while pushing the token price 
higher.

The marketing tokens will be used as airdrop or giveaways 
to our community to reward active members.

The development wallet will be a back up wallet to help the 
Cashio ecosystem in various sections that we have not yet 

developed.

Tokens after the 
Buy - Back system will be 
distributed in this form:

Burn 
Address

Team

Development

Marketing

40%

10%

20%

30%

Whitepaper V1

Marketing campaign

Audit by Solidproof

Demo Platform

Earning Dashboard



Roadmap

Idea was born and written

Set Milestones for startup

Developing Cashio Token

Planning the Platform

Website, Logo

2021 Q3

2021 Q4

Last Update: 04/12/2021

2022 Q1

2023x

Phase 1

Phase 1

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 2

Whitepaper V1

Marketing campaign

Audit by Solidproof

Demo Platform

Earning Dashboard

Release of Decentralized

 Game (Keycash Game)

Plans for NFT marketplace

Release of Unique NFT's

Plans for NFT games 

Cashio.io Re branding

Whitepaper V2

Decentralized Game Design

Marketing Campaign

AMA prio to Pre-sale

Pre-Sale of Cashio.io

Launch on Pancakeswap

Team KYC

AMA prio to Pre-sale

Public Pre-sale of the 

token (Cancelled)

Fund raising for the 

Casino (Cancelled)

Launch on Pancakeswap 

(Cancelled)



Contract
On every Buy 

Tokens are deducted from the fee ( 13% by default )
4% goes to liquidity

3% Token Reflections
7% of Tokens are swapped back to BNB when the Token 

threshold is greater than 77,700 Cashio Tokens                      
(by default). These BNB are splitted:

5% goes to Team/Marketing/Development Wallet
1% goes to Jackpot Wallet. 

On every Sell
Tokens are deducted from the fee ( 16% by default )

3% goes to liquidity
14% of Tokens are swapped back to BNB when the Token 

threshold is greater than 77,700 Cashio Tokens                      
(by default). These BNB are splitted:
7% goes to BNB distribution system

6% goes to the Buy-Back System.

Buy-Back System
triggered automatically when BNB gathered are greater 

than 0.02 BNB ( by default )
goes through a new Buy Fee (40% by default)

40% of Tokens are swapped back to BNB when the Token 
threshold is greater than 77,700 Cashio Tokens                                               

(by default). These BNB are splitted:
30% goes to Team/Marketing/Development Wallet

10% goes to Jackpot Wallet.

Tokens after buy-back
 Remaining 60% of Tokens are divided into:

35% goes to Team/Marketing/Development 
25% goes to Burn Address 



Vision
Our Vision is to create the biggest lucky Gaming Plat-

form  powered by the blockchain and smart

contract technologies. the goal is to achive a

decentralised community driven platform, on which 

investors benefit from the gaming profits through 

our token while gamers experience unique moments 

playing our custom and decentralised games.

Powered by Cashio.io


